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A Modified Diffusion Model Considering Autocorrelated
Disturbances: Applications on CT Scanners and FPD TVs
자기상관 오차항을 고려한 수정된 확산모형:
CT-스캐너와 FPD TV에의 응용
Cha, Kyoung Cheon(차 경 천)*
Kim, Sang-Hoon(김 상 훈)**

Estimating the Bass diffusion model often creates a time-interval bias, which leads the OLS
approach to overestimate sales at early stages and underestimate sales after the peak. Further, a
specification error from omitted variables might raise serial correlations among residuals when
marketing actions are not incorporated into the diffusion model. Autocorrelated disturbances may
yield unbiased but inefficient estimation, and therefore invalid inference results. This phenomenon
warrants a modified approach to estimating the Bass diffusion model.
In this paper, the authors propose a modified Bass diffusion model handling autocorrelated
disturbances. To validate the new approach, authors applied the method on two different data-sets:
CT Scanners in the U.S, and FPD TV sales in Korea. The results showed improved model fit and
the validity of the proposed model.
Key words: Bass diffusion model, serially correlated residuals, autocorrelated disturbances

I. Introduction

research in predicting new product diffusion
has employed discrete time-series data. As
Putsis(1996) correctly mentioned, a serious

The Bass diffusion model(Bass 1969) has

time-interval bias may incur in this process.

been well accepted and applied over a large

Specifically speaking, the OLS (ordinary least

number of new products. Meanwhile, most

squares) approach to the Bass model may lead
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to overestimate sales at early stages and un-

error in the dependent variable. With them,

derestimate sales after the peak. It is because

autocorrelated disturbances may result in un-

the Bass model has consistently assumed that

biased but inefficient estimation and therefore

the error terms are temporally uncorrelated,

invalid inference procedures. In fact, Bass et al.

which is rather unlikely in the real world

(1994) proposed a “generalized” diffusion model

(Mahajan et al. 2000, p266). Despite this, there

that incorporates a few marketing variables

are very few models that accommodate the

into the original Bass model. But apparently, it

serially correlated errors. It is apparent that

is impossible to take into account all marketing

this is an important point that shouldn’t be

and other variables that affect the diffusion

overlooked when estimating diffusion models

process.

using time-series data. Desiraju et al.(2004)

There have been few studies that considered

pointed out another important issue. They

serial correlation in estimating the growth curves

claimed that the “endogeneity” may be a

(e.g., Mar-Molinero 1980; Meade 1988; Desiraju

problem for all diffusion studies that employ a

et al. 2004). Mar-Molinero (1980), for instance,

linearized estimation equation when serial

used a logistic curve with first-order autocorre-

correlations are present among residuals. Under

lated error term in predicting the diffusion of

such circumstances, using OLS to estimate the

tractors in Spain to obtain minimum variance

linearized version of the Bass diffusion model

estimates while improving the model fit.

would result in not only biased but also

Meade(1988) tried and compared various error

inconsistent estimates. The researchers might

structures in growth curves and concluded that

turn to a so-called “instrument variables”

only Mar-Molinero (1980)’s method was effective

approach to handle the endogeneity problems.

in improving the model fit.

There is another source of autocorrelated dis-

With all above being said, it is quite obvious

turbances in the diffusion model. The speci-

that a better diffusion model is called for that

fication error from omitted variables may raise

may take care of the possible serial correlation

serial correlations among residuals because, in

problem among residuals, especially to improve

general, marketing actions are not incorporated

the predictive validity. Srinivasan and Mason

into the Bass diffusion model(Lilien et al. 1992,

(1986) mentioned that it is necessary to develop

p473). Johnston(1991, p309-310) pointed out

an econometric procedure to handle autocorrelation

that there are three reasons for autocorrelated

problem when the serial correlation is large

disturbances and that they are omitted ex-

enough to be statistically significant.

planatory variables, misspecification of the

In the subsequent sections, authors derive a

form of the relationship, and measurement

modified approach to the Bass diffusion model
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in the presence of autocorrelated disturbances,

2
p
Multiplying (1 − φ1 B − φ2 B − L − φ p B ) on both

and then apply the proposed model to the

sides of equation (2) leads to a Bass diffusion

datasets of CT Scanners in U.S hospitals and

model with autocorrelated disturbances of order

Flat Panel Display (FPD) TV sales in Korea.

p as shown in equation (3).

Finally, managerial implications are discussed.
St = ( p + q
p

+ ∑ φi [ St −i − ( p + q

Ⅱ. Model Derivation

i =1

Let St be the adoption at time t, Yt be the
cumulative adoption at time t, N be market
potential and ut a disturbance term at time t.
Then, equation (1) is a typical Bass diffusion
model. As well known, the parameter

p

indicates the innovation effect and q the
imitation effect.
St = ( p + q

Yt −1
)( N − Yt −1 ) + ut
N

(1)

When ut in equation (1) is an autoregressive
process of order p, ut = φ1ut −1 + φ2ut − 2 + L + φ p ut − p + ε t ,
where ε t is a white noise. Using a backshift
lag operator that shifts time one period back,
such as But = ut −1 , B 2ut = ut −2 ,L , B nut = ut − n , we
2
p
can rewrite it as (1 − φ1 B − φ2 B − L − φ p B ) ut =ε t .

Therefore, equation (1) can be arranged as
equation (2).
St = ( p + q

Yt −1
)( N − Yt −1 )
N
Yt −1−i
)( N − Yt −1−i )] + ε t
N

(3)

The second term of the right hand side of
equation (3) represents the errors generated in
the past time periods. These errors might have
come from time-interval bias and/or omitted
variables. The modified diffusion model rectify
such errors in current time period by the
weight parameters, φi .

Ⅲ. Model Identification

To calibrate the proposed model, a researcher
should first estimate the original Bass model.
Then he or she needs to test if there is any
significant serial correlation among residuals.
Once the existence of serial correlations is
confirmed, the autoregressive order (p) has to
be specified. The autoregressive order is to be
determined by matching the patterns in the

Yt −1
1
)( N − Yt −1 ) +
εt
(1 − φ1 B − φ2 B 2 − L − φ p B p )
N

(2)

sample

autocorrelations

and

partial

auto-

correlations with those of the known theoretical
models (Box et al. 1994, p185). The final step
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is to estimate equation (3). <Figure 1> sum-

Ⅳ. Application

marizes the model identification procedure.
<Figure 1> Model Identification Procedure

To validate the model, authors applied the
proposed diffusion model to two datasets: CT

Estimate
Bass model.

Scanners in U.S. hospitals and FPD TV sales
in Korea.
The dataset of CT scanner diffusion among

Is there
serial correlation
on residuals

No.

U.S. hospitals (1973. 6~1981. 12) is the one

Use the result of
Bass model.

which Tragtenberg and Yizhaki (1989) used
for their study. The first step of model

Yes.

identification
Decide the
autoregressive order p.

procedure

with

the

dataset

confirmed that there exist significant serial
correlations in residuals when a Bass model
was estimated. <Table 1> shows the estimation

Estimate the model
w/
with
autocorrelated
disturbances of order p.

results of the Bass model. Durbin-Watson
(DW) statistic was used to test for the
absence of serial correlation of lag 1. With

If residuals have statistically significant serial

positive correlations, DW falls into the range

correlations, the forecasting function of the dif-

from 0 and 2; with negative correlations, it lies

fusion model should also change. The forecasting

between 2 and 4; when the residuals are

function in the presence of autocorrelated dis-

uncorrelated, DW statistics would be about 2.

turbances of order p can be written as below.

From <Table 1>, we can conclude that there
exists a positive correlation.

Y
Sˆt = ( p + q t −1 )( N − Yt −1 )
N
p
Y
+ ∑ φi [ St −i − ( p + q t −1−i )( N − Yt −1−i )]
N
i =1

<Figure 2> presents the result of residual test
including the sample autocorrelation(AC), sample
(4)

partial autocorrelation(PAC), Q-statistic and

<Table 1> The estimation result of Bass model for CT Scanners
parameters
Product
CT Scanners
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
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p

q

N

DW
Statistic

AICc

0.003
(***)

0.056
(***)

1,256
(***)

0.85

6.53

<Figure 2> The result of residual test for

<Figure 3> The residual test result of proposed

CT Scanners

model for CT Scanners

its p-value. As <Figure 2> reconfirms, there

AIC (Akaike’s information Criterion) is a

exists a serial correlation among residuals. By

useful measure in selecting the best specification

matching the autocorrelation patterns with

among alternative models (Burnham and

those of the known models, authors set the

Anderson 2002). However, authors used the

order as 1 and re-estimated the diffusion model

“corrected” AIC (AICc) to compare between

via the proposed model with autocorrelated

the Bass and the proposed models because AIC

disturbances of order 1. The new estimation

perform poorly when there are too many

results are in <Table 2> and <Figure 3>. In

parameters relative to the size of the sample.

<Table 2>, the estimated parameter for autocorrelation disturbance (φ1 ) is also presented.

Burnham and Anderson (2002) suggested to

From the results, we can see that the fit has

observations to the number of the estimated

improved and the serial autocorrelations have

parameters is small (say the ratio < 40). When

been handled properly.

N is the number of observations and K is the

use AICc when the ratio of the number of

<Table 2> The estimation result of proposed model for CT Scanners
parameters
Product
CT Scanners

p

q

N

φ1

DW
Statistic

AICc

0.004
(**)

0.056
(***)

1,250
(***)

0.572
(***)

2.2

6.34

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
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<Figure 4> The fitted graph by Bass model and proposed model
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Fitted by Bass model
Fitted by proposed model

number of estimated parameters, AICc is

than that of the Bass model (6.34<6.53), which

defined as equation (5).

means that the proposed model is better than
the traditional

AICC = AIC +

2 K ( K + 1)
N − K −1

1)

Bass model.

<Figure 4>

presents the fitted graph of CT Scanners by
(5)

both Bass model and the proposed model. It
confirms our expectation that the Bass model

As shown in <Table 1> and <Table 2>, the
value of AICc of the proposed model is smaller

would overestimate the sales before peak and
underestimate them after peak.

<Table 3> The estimation result of Bass model for FPD TV sales
parameters
Product
FPD TV in Korea

q

N

DW Statistic

AICc

0.100
(***)

3,826,492
(***)

0.97

20.09

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
1) Since AIC is based on information theory, it does not use a traditional “hypothesis testing” paradigm. A so-called
“J-test” may be used to test which model performs better between two non-nested models, but it was not conducted
in this paper since our priority concern is put on the elimination of correlated error terms.
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<Figure 5> The result of residual test

<Figure 6> The residual test result of proposed model

for FPD TV sales

for FPD TV sales

<Table 4> The estimation result of proposed model for FPD TV sales
parameters
Product
FPD TV in Korea

q

N

φ1

DW Statistic

AICc

0.100
(***)

4,002,656
(***)

0.518
(***)

1.90

20.01

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01

The second dataset used for the model

6>. Again, after the estimation of proposed

validation is about the monthly FPD TV sales

model, model fit improved and no serial

in Korea (2000.1~2007.8). As above, <Table 3>

correlation was identified. AICc of the proposed

and <Figure 5> show the estimation results

model was also slightly smaller than that of

from the Bass model. In this case, authors

the Bass model (20.01<20.09).

restricted the innovation effect (parameter p)
to be “0” because it was estimated negatively
in the preliminary estimation. As shown in

Ⅴ. Discussion

<Figure 5>, there exists a serial correlation in
residuals. Authors set the order as 1 and
estimated the proposed model with autocorre-

Whatever the reasons are for the serial

lated disturbances of order 1. The results from

correlation among residuals, the OLS approach

the new model are in <Table 4> and <Figure

to the traditional Bass model tends to overe-
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<Table 5> The estimation result of Bass model for Bass et al. (1994)
parameters

p

q

N

DW Statistic

AICc

Room Air Conditioner

0.020
(**)

0.389
(***)

173,134
(***)

1.59

16.95

Color TV

0.020
(*)

0.706
(***)

35,746
(***)

1.53

20.84

Clothes Dryer

0.024
(***)

0.325
(***)

15,652
(***)

1.53

16.27

Product

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01

stimate and underestimate the sales around the
peak. In such circumstances, a new method of
estimating the Bass model is warranted, and
the authors of the present paper devised a new

<Figure 7> The result of residual test for Bass et
al. (1994)
(a) Room Air Conditioner

approach called “a modified Bass model with
autocorrelated disturbances.” The proposed model
has a simple procedure and proved to improve
predictive validity. The proposed model corrects
the errors generated on past time periods in
current time period with weighting parameters.
Authors applied the proposed model to the

(b) Color TV

datasets of CT Scanners in U.S. hospitals and
the FPD TV sales in Korea. The estimation
results confirmed the existence of serial correlation among residuals, and therefore possibility
of improper statistical inference. When the proposed model was applied, the model fit improved
and the serial correlation problem was resolved.
Naturally, there are cases where the proposed
model estimation is unnecessary. In fact, when
the authors analyzed the diffusion data used
by Bass et al. (1994), no meaningful serial
correlation was found among residuals. <Table
5> shows the estimation results of a Bass
36 한국마케팅저널
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(c) Clothes Dryers

model and <Figure 7> provides the residual test

search in Marketing, 21, 341-357.

result. This gives one reason why the Bass

Green, William H. (1997). Econometric Analysis,

model worked well enough without marketing

3 ed., Prentice Hall International Edition.

variables in the study of Bass et al. (1994).

Johnston, J. (1991). Econometric Methods, 3rd

However, whenever the serial correlation is
present, the proposed model would be an easy
and useful approach to the marketers who are

rd

ed., McGraw-Hill International Editions.
Lilien, Gary L., Philip Kotler, K. Sridhar Moorthy.
(1992). Marketing Models, Prentice Hall.

eager for better prediction of new product diffusion.

Mahajan, Vijay, Eitan Muller and Yoram Wind.
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요 약
시계열 확산 데이터를 활용하여 Bass 확산모형을 최소자승법(OLS)으로 추정하면, 초기에는 과다
추정하고 변곡점을 지나서는 수요를 낮게 추정하는 경향이 있다. 또한 확산모형에서 필요한 변수가
모형에서 빠짐으로 인해 발생하는 설정오류는 잔차의 자기상관을 발생시킬 수 있다. 자기상관이 오
차항에 있을 경우, 추정된 모형의 모수들은 불편추정치이나 비효율적 추정치가 된다. 따라서 이러한
문제를 해결하는 확산모형의 개발이 요구된다.
본 연구에서는 자기상관 오차항을 고려한 수정된 확산모형을 제안하였다. 모형의 검증을 위해 미
국의 CT-스캐너와 우리나라의 FPD TV 판매량를 제안된 모형에 응용하였다. 분석결과, 제안된 모
형이 기존 모형에 비해 적합도와 모형의 주요 추정 통계량에서 우수함을 보였다.
핵심개념: Bass 확산모형, 자기상관 오차
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